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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment 44 proposes a change to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years
3 of age or older.  

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate federal,
6 state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment 44 addresses state law for possession
7 only; enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change. 

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or less
9 of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to $100.

10 State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana in the
11 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number does not include
12 convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana possession cases.

13 Amendment 44 allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce
14 of marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use, as long as it does not occur
15 in public.  It also would include transferring up to one ounce of marijuana to another
16 individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no compensation, although
17 possession for those under 21 years of age would remain illegal. 

18 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to be
19 illegal under state law if Amendment 44 passes:

20 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
21 marijuana;

22 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

23 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
24 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age; 

25 • growing or selling marijuana;  

26 • open and public display, use, or consumption of marijuana; and
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1 • driving under the influence of marijuana.

2 Arguments For

3 1) Amendment 44 strikes a balance between individual choice and public safety.
4 State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to possess and consume alcohol, but
5 prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the extent that some adults believe that
6 using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming alcohol, possession of a small quantity
7 of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice for adults. 

8 2) Amendment 44 presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
9 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice

10 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to
11 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
12 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
13 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers. 

14 Arguments Against

15 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.  Under
16 Amendment 44 overall drug use in the state may rise, and legalizing the possession of
17 marijuana will increase not only the availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also
18 the likelihood that minors will have access to the drug.  Colorado does not want to become
19 a magnet for illicit drug users.

20 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
21 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.  Colorado
22 should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs are minimal
23 compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction.  Public safety and health
24 concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will remain illegal under federal law, make
25 legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise public policy decision.

26 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

27 Amendment 44 may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
28 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
29 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
30 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not known.
31 The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts.  In addition,
32 judges have discretion when assessing fines, and the maximum fine is not levied against
33 all offenders.  Also, some fines cannot be collected from the person convicted. 
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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment 44 proposes a change to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years of
3 age or older.

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate federal,
6 state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment 44 addresses state law for possession
7 only; enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change.

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or less
9 of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to $100.

10 State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana in the
11 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number does not include
12 convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana possession cases.

13 Amendment 44 allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce
14 of marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use, as long as it does not occur
15 in public.  It also would include transferring up to one ounce of marijuana to another
16 individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no compensation, although
17 possession for those under 21 years of age would remain illegal.  THE AMENDMENT WOULD

18 NOT CHANGE THE CURRENT STATUTORY DEFINITION OF POSSESSION, WHICH INCLUDES THE

19 TRANSFERRING OR DISPENSING NOT MORE THAN ONE OUNCE OF MARIJUANA FROM ONE

20 PERSON TO ANOTHER FOR NO CONSIDERATION.

21 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to be
22 illegal under state law if Amendment 44 passes:

23 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
24 marijuana;

25 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

26 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
27 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age;

28 • growing or selling marijuana;
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1 • open and public display, use, or consumption of marijuana; and

2 • driving under the influence of marijuana.

3 Arguments For

4 1) Amendment 44 strikes a balance between individual choice and public safety.
5 State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to possess and consume alcohol, but
6 prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the extent that some adults believe that
7 using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming alcohol, possession of a small quantity
8 of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice for adults.

9 2) Amendment 44 presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
10 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice
11 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to
12 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
13 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
14 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers.

15 Arguments Against

16 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.  Under
17 Amendment 44 overall drug use in the state may rise, and legalizing the possession of
18 marijuana will increase not only the availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also
19 the likelihood that minors will have access to the drug.  Colorado does not want to become
20 a magnet for illicit drug users.

21 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
22 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.  Colorado
23 should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs are minimal
24 compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction.  Public safety and health
25 concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will remain illegal under federal law, make
26 legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise public policy decision.

27 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

28 Amendment 44 may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
29 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
30 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
31 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not known.
32 The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts.  In addition,
33 judges have discretion when assessing fines, and the maximum fine is not levied against
34 all offenders.  Also, some fines cannot be collected from the person convicted.



COMMENTS FROM MR. STEVE FOX
8/22/06

Regarding the last draft of the 2005-2006 #72 Ballot Analysis, the  
proponents of the Amendment have the following comments.  We hope  
that you will strongly consider this input as you prepare the final  
draft of the analysis.

On page 1, lines 13-16, you provide, "Amendment __ [hereafter  
Amendment 44] allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to  
one ounce of marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use  
as long as it does not occur in public, and transferring to another  
individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no  
compensation."

The last part of this paragraph, stating that "possession would  
include...transferring to another individual 15 years of age or older  
as long as there is no compensation," implies an intention on the  
part of the Amendment proponents that did not and does not exist.  A  
wording change is necessary to clarify the situation.  Here are our  
objections to this phrase:

1.  The statement implies that Amendment 44 *would create* this  
definition of possession, allowing for the transfer of marijuana to  
individuals 15 years of age or older.  In fact, this definition of  
possession is already part of the Colorado Revised Statutes (18-18-406 
(5), stating the general rule; and 18-18-406(7), citing exceptions  
that leave an opening for transferring less than an ounce of  
marijuana to individuals 15 years of age and older with no punishment  
greater than the current penalty for mere possession).  Amendment 44  
only proposes an amendment to 18-18-406(1), making the possession of  
up to one ounce of marijuana legal for adults 21 years of age or older.

2.  Every statement every made by proponents of Amendment 44 lead to  
the conclusion that the purpose of the initiative is to address the  
issue of adult possession of less than an ounce of marijuana.   
Similar to the Denver marijuana legalization in 2005, the proponents  
of Amendment 44 wanted the language to be a simple as possible and,  
thus, merely limited the ban on possession of less than one ounce of  
marijuana to individuals under the age of 21.

3.  The fact that Amendment 44 would make legal the transfer of less  
than an ounce of marijuana (for no compensation) to an individual 15  
years of age or older is an unintended consequence of the amendment,  



based on a current statutory definition of possession.  Should the  
amendment pass, the sponsors would wholeheartedly support legislative  
action to treat such a non-compensated transfer the way it is  
currently treated under the law.  Such a law would make the transfer  
of less than an ounce of marijuana to an individual between the ages  
of 15 and 20 (for no compensation) a Class 2 petty offense, with a  
maximum fine of $100.

We do not deny that the current language by the Legislative Counsel  
staff is technically accurate.  We do, however, feel that it creates  
a distorted (and biased) picture of the intent of the Amendment.  In  
the alternative -- assuming that Legislative Counsel wants to retain  
the essence of the language -- we propose the following:  "The  
Amendment would not change the current statutory definition of  
possession, which includes the transferring or dispensing not more  
than one ounce of marijuana from one person to another for no  
consideration."

Thank you.
____________

-- Steve Fox, Executive Director
-- Safer Alternative for Enjoyable Recreation (SAFER)*
-- cell:  240-476-7305
-- steve@saferchoice.org
-- http://www.saferchoice.org

*  Mr. Fox also serves as a senior advisor to the Colorado Alcohol- 
Marijuana Equalization Initiative Committee.
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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment 44 proposes a change to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years
3 of age or older.  

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate
6 federal, state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment 44 addresses state law for
7 possession only; enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change. 

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or
9 less of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to

10 $100.  State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of
11 marijuana in the 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number
12 does not include convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana
13 possession cases.

14 Amendment 44 allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce
15 of marijuana.  ADDITIONALLY, it also would include transferring up to one ounce of
16 marijuana to another individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no
17 compensation, although possession for those under 21 years of age would remain illegal.

18 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to
19 be illegal under state law if Amendment 44 passes:

20 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
21 marijuana;

22 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

23 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
24 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age; 

25 • growing or selling marijuana;  

26 • open and public display, use, or consumption of marijuana; and
27
28 • driving under the influence of marijuana.
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1 Arguments For

2 1) Amendment 44 strikes a balance between individual choice and public safety.
3 State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to possess and consume alcohol, but
4 prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the extent that some adults believe that
5 using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming alcohol, possession of a small quantity
6 of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice for adults. 

7 2) Amendment 44 presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
8 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice
9 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to

10 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
11 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
12 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers. 

13 Arguments Against

14 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.  Under
15 Amendment 44 overall drug use in the state may rise, and legalizing the possession of
16 marijuana will increase not only the availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also
17 the likelihood that minors will have access to the drug.  Colorado does not want to
18 become a magnet for illicit drug users.  ONE OUNCE OF MARIJUANA WILL MAKE BETWEEN

19 56 AND 84 MARIJUANA CIGARETTES.

20 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
21 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.
22 Colorado should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs
23 are minimal compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction.  Public safety and
24 health concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will remain illegal under federal law,
25 make legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise public policy decision.

26 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

27 Amendment 44 may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
28 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
29 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
30 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not
31 known. The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts.
32 In addition, judges have discretion when assessing fines, and the maximum fine is not
33 levied against all offenders.  Also, some fines cannot be collected from the person
34 convicted. 



COMMENTS FROM MR. THOMAS GORMAN
8/21/06

Amendment 44 (previously #72) Blue Book Comments
 
Page 1 line 15:  Put a period rather than a comma after the word public.  Delete the
word “and”, and begin a new sentence with: “Additionally, it would include
transferring…”
 
Page 2 line 18:  Add: “One ounce of marijuana will make between 56 and 84 marijuana
cigarettes.”
 
 
Thomas J. Gorman, Director
Rocky Mountain High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment 44 proposes a change to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years
3 of age or older.  

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate federal,
6 state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment 44 addresses state law for possession
7 only; enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change. 

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or less
9 of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to $100.

10 State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana in the
11 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number does not include
12 convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana possession cases.

13 Amendment 44 allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce
14 of marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use, as long as it does not occur
15 in public.  It also would include transferring up to one ounce of marijuana to another
16 individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no compensation, although
17 possession for those under 21 years of age would remain illegal.  POSSESSION WOULD

18 INCLUDE CONSUMPTION OR USE, AND TRANSFERRING AND DISPENSING TO ANOTHER

19 INDIVIDUAL 15 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER AS LONG AS THERE IS NO COMPENSATION.

20 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to be
21 illegal under state law if Amendment 44 passes:

22 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
23 marijuana;

24 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

25 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
26 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age; 

27 • growing or selling marijuana;  
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1 • open and public display, use, or consumption of OVER ONE OUNCE

2 OF marijuana; and
3 • driving under the influence of marijuana.

4 Arguments For

5 1) Amendment 44 strikes a balance between individual choice and public safety
6 PROVIDES FOR INDIVIDUAL CHOICE.  State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to
7 possess and consume alcohol, but prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the
8 extent that some adults believe that using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming
9 alcohol, possession of a small quantity of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice

10 for adults. 

11 2) Amendment 44 presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
12 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice
13 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to
14 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
15 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
16 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers. 

17 Arguments Against

18 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.
19 MARIJUANA HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE A GATEWAY DRUG LEADING TO USE OR POSSESSION

20 OF ADDITIONAL ILLEGAL DRUGS.  Under Amendment 44 overall drug use in the state  may
21 WILL SURELY rise, and legalizing the possession of marijuana will increase not only the
22 availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also the likelihood that minors will have
23 access to the drug.  Colorado does not want to become a magnet for illicit drug users.

24 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
25 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.  Colorado
26 should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs are minimal
27 compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction WHICH INCLUDES TREATMENT FOR

28 ADDICTION, DISABILITY PAYMENTS, MEDICAID COSTS FOR ADDITIONAL HEALTH PROBLEMS

29 SUCH AS DIALYSIS FOR KIDNEY FAILURE, PRESCRIPTION DRUG COVERAGE,
30 TRANSPORTATION, MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, CHILD ABUSE, FOSTER

31 CARE FOR CHILDREN OF DRUG USERS, SUBSIDIZED HOUSING, AND FOOD STAMPS.  THERE

32 WILL BE AN INCREASE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT DUE TO ADDITIONAL CRIMINAL ACTIVITY TO

33 SUPPORT DRUG HABITS.  THERE WILL ALSO BE INCREASED SPENDING FOR PUBLIC DEFENDERS

34 SINCE MANY OF THE DRUG USERS HAVE NO MONEY TO PAY FOR AN ATTORNEY, COURT

35 COSTS, OR FINES.  Public safety and health concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will
36 remain illegal under federal law, make legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise
37 public policy decision.  PUBLIC SAFETY IS JEOPARDIZED BECAUSE OF AN INCREASE IN

38 ACCIDENTS ON THE JOB AND ON THE HIGHWAY, INCREASED VIOLENCE WITH THE GENERAL
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1 PUBLIC, NEGLECT OF CHILDREN WHO WILL SUFFER FROM LACK OF MEDICAL CARE, SHELTER,
2 AND FOOD BECAUSE OF DRUG USING PARENTS, INCREASE IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, INCREASE

3 IN CHILD ABUSE, ROAD RAGE, AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THAT COULD INJURE OR KILL.
4 HEALTH CONCERNS FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC WILL INCLUDE INCREASED DEPRESSION,
5 SCHIZOPHRENIA, BIPOLAR, MANIC DEPRESSION, OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDERS,
6 ANXIETY DISORDERS, PANIC ATTACKS, INTELLECTUAL IMPAIRMENT, CHEMICAL IMBALANCE

7 IN THE BRAIN, ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER (ADHD), POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS

8 SYNDROME, ANTI-SOCIAL PERSONALITY DISORDER, AND SUICIDAL THOUGHTS.  HEALTH

9 CONCERNS FOR CHILDREN OF MARIJUANA SMOKING MOTHERS WILL INCLUDE INTELLECTUAL

10 IMPAIRMENT A DECADE OR MORE LATER, A DECREASED VISUAL PERCEPTION, ATTENTION

11 SPAN, LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION AND MEMORY, AND THE CHILDREN WILL HAVE AN 11
12 TIMES GREATER CHANCE OF HAVING NONLYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA.  THERE WILL BE NO

13 COLORADO STATUTES FOR AUTHORITY OVER MARIJUANA WHEN IT IS SERVED OR USED IN

14 A PUBLIC PLACE.  THERE ARE NO GUIDELINES SET TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OR

15 PERCENTAGE OF THC.  MARIJUANA WILL REMAIN ILLEGAL UNDER FEDERAL LAW AND

16 INTERNATIONAL TREATIES.  LEGALIZING MARIJUANA AT THE STATE LEVEL IS AN UNWISE

17 PUBLIC POLICY DECISION. 

18 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

19 Amendment 44 may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
20 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
21 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
22 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not known.
23 IT IS ALSO UNKNOWN EXACTLY HOW MANY HAD ADDITIONAL CHARGES PENDING AGAINST

24 THEM ALONG WITH THE POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA.  EVEN IF THE MARIJUANA POSSESSION

25 CHARGES WERE DROPPED, THE OTHER CHARGES STILL WOULD HAVE REQUIRED COURT

26 APPEARANCES.  In addition, judges have the discretion when assessing fines, and the
27 maximum fine is not levied against all offenders.  Also, many have fines cannot be
28 collected from the person convicted.  THE COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

29 AND ENVIRONMENT DID NOT HAVE THE TOTAL COSTS INVOLVED FOR MARIJUANA

30 ADDICTION TREATMENT FOR CHILDREN LIVING OUT OF THE HOME BECAUSE OF DRUG-USING

31 PARENTS.  THEY ALSO DID NOT HAVE COSTS AVAILABLE FOR MEDICAID EXPENSE FOR DRUG

32 USERS' HEALTH CARE AND PRESCRIPTIONS.  SOCIAL SERVICES WILL HAVE TO DEAL WITH

33 MORE FOOD STAMP APPLICATIONS AS WELL AS WELFARE PAYMENTS, PREGNANCIES,
34 HOUSING, TRANSPORTATION, AND FOSTER CARE.  LAW ENFORCEMENT WILL HAVE

35 ADDITIONAL DRUG DEALERS TO HANDLE PLUS THE INCREASE IN CRIME THAT ACCOMPANIES

36 THAT INCREASE AS MORE BECOME ADDICTED.  GOVERNMENT FUNDED DRUG TREATMENT

37 PROGRAMS ALREADY HAVE A WAITING LIST AND MENTAL HEALTH WORKERS CAN ONLY SEE

38 PATIENTS AFTER A LENGTHY WAITING PERIOD BECAUSE OF THEIR CASELOADS.  THERE WILL

39 BE NO SAVINGS OF ANY KIND, BUT THERE WILL BE AN INCREASE IN GOVERNMENT FUNDED

40 COSTS. The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts. 
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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment 44 proposes a change to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years
3 of age or older.  

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate federal,
6 state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment 44 addresses state law for possession
7 only; enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change. 

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or less
9 of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to $100.

10 State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana in the
11 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number does not include
12 convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana possession cases.

13 Amendment 44 allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce
14 of marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use, as long as it does not occur
15 in public.  It also would include transferring up to one ounce of marijuana to another
16 individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no compensation, although
17 possession for those under 21 years of age remains illegal. THE CHANGE IN LAW WOULD

18 ALSO REMOVE THE AFFECTED STATUTE'S CURRENT PROHIBITION ON TRANSFERRING TO

19 ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL 15 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER AS LONG AS THERE IS NO

20 COMPENSATION.

21 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to be
22 illegal under state law if Amendment 44 passes:

23 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
24 marijuana;

25 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

26 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
27 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age; 

28 • growing or selling marijuana;  
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1 • open and public display, use, or consumption of marijuana; and
2
3 • driving under the influence of marijuana.

4 Arguments For

5 1) Amendment 44 strikes a balance between individual choice and public safety.
6 State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to possess and consume alcohol, but
7 prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the extent that some adults believe that
8 using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming alcohol, possession of a small quantity
9 of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice for adults. 

10 2) Amendment 44 presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
11 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice
12 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to
13 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
14 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
15 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers. 

16 Arguments Against

17 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.  Under
18 Amendment 44 overall drug use in the state may rise, and legalizing the possession of
19 marijuana will increase not only the availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also
20 the likelihood that minors will have access to the drug.  Colorado does not want to become
21 a magnet for illicit drug users.

22 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
23 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.  Colorado
24 should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs are minimal
25 compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction.  Public safety and health
26 concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will remain illegal under federal law, make
27 legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise public policy decision.

28 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

29 Amendment 44 may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
30 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
31 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
32 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not known.
33 The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts.  In addition,
34 judges have discretion when assessing fines, and the maximum fine is not levied against
35 all offenders.  Also, some fines cannot be collected from the person convicted. 



COMMENTS FROM MR. ROBERT MCGUIRE
8/22/06

These comments pertain to the 3  draft of proposed bluebook language for Initiative 2005-2006 #rd

72, Marijuana Possession (the “Initiative”).

THE PROBLEM TEXT

The last sentence of the second paragraph under the heading “State Possession Law” requires
modification because it is currently unclear.  The sentence is intended to inform the voters of
additional types of conduct (currently prohibited) that would effectively be legalized by the Initiative
because they are deemed to be possession by Colorado statute.

The last sentence is grammatically correct.  However, it is potentially unclear because the limiting
clause that begins “as long as” could readily be mistaken by a voter and understood to apply to the
entire rest of the sentence, instead of applying only to the text that runs until the succeeding comma.
Such a misreading would leave the voter under the mistaken impression that possession does not
include “transferring to another individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no
compensation.”

PROPOSED TEXT

I propose replacing the comma after “in public” with a period.  The remainder of the sentence should
be modified to begin with the words, “The change in law would also remove the affected statute’s
current prohibition on …” and continue with, “…transferring to another individual 15 years
of age or older as long as there is no compensation.”

REASONING

The fact that the Initiative changes in law with respect to transferring up to one ounce of marijuana
to children 15 and older will be extremely relevant to many voters, especially those with children
who are n or have not yet entered high school.  The Initiative has the effect of removing a legal
prohibition on such transfers, an effect that is not apparent and cannot be deduced from the text of
the Initiative.  Obscuring this important effect by describing it in the second part of a compound
sentence risks creating a serious misapprehension in the mind of the voter about the true effect of
the Initiative and could for that reason be misleading.

Comment submitted by:

Robert A. McGuire
The Law Office of Robert A. McGuire, LLC
Superior, Colorado
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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment 44 proposes a change to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years
3 of age or older.  

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate federal,
6 state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment 44 addresses state law for possession
7 only; enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change. 

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or less
9 of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to $100.

10 State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana in the
11 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number does not include
12 convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana possession cases.

13 Amendment 44 allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce
14 of marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use, as long as it does not occur
15 in public.  It also would include transferring up to one ounce of marijuana to another
16 individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no compensation, although
17 possession for those under 21 years of age would remain illegal. 

18 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to be
19 illegal under state law if Amendment 44 passes:

20 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
21 marijuana;

22 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

23 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
24 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age; 

25 • growing or selling marijuana;  

26 • open and public display, use, or consumption of marijuana; and
27
28 • driving under the influence of marijuana.
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1 Arguments For

2 1) Amendment 44 strikes a balance between individual choice and public safety.
3 State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to possess and consume alcohol, but
4 prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the extent that some adults believe that
5 using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming alcohol, possession of a small quantity
6 of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice for adults. 

7 2) Amendment 44 presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
8 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice
9 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to

10 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
11 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
12 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers. 

13 Arguments Against

14 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.  Under
15 Amendment 44 overall drug use in the state may rise, and legalizing the possession of
16 marijuana will increase not only the availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also
17 the likelihood that minors will have access to the drug.  ONE OUNCE OF MARIJUANA HAS

18 THE CAPABILITY OF PRODUCING 60-80 CIGARETTES.  Colorado does not want to become a
19 magnet for illicit drug users.

20 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
21 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.  Colorado
22 should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs are minimal
23 compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction.  Public safety and health
24 concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will remain illegal under federal law, make
25 legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise public policy decision.

26 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

27 Amendment 44 may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
28 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
29 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
30 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not known.
31 The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts.  In addition,
32 judges have discretion when assessing fines, and the maximum fine is not levied against
33 all offenders.  Also, some fines cannot be collected from the person convicted. 



COMMENTS FROM MS. LORI STRAIN
8/21/06

As stated in the "Arguments For", it states, "...possession of a small quantity of marijuana..."
 
In the "Arguments Against", I believe it should be noted that 1 ounce of marijuana has the
capability of producing 60-80 marijuana joints/cigarettes.  
 
On line 13 through 16, please know the wording used is very much appreciated.  PLEASE
PLEASE leave it in.
 
Thank you,
 
Lori Strain



COMMENTS FROM MS. SHERRY SLATTERY
8/22/06

Amendment 44 (previously #72) Blue Book Comments
 
I find lines 14-16 in the 3rd Draft confusing: "Possession would include consumption or use, as
long as it does not occur in public, and transferring to another individual 15 years of age or older
as long as there is no compensation."
 
Lines 15 and 16: "...and transferring to another individual 15 years of age or older as long as
there is no compensation." did not appear in the previous drafts 1 and 2.
Where did this part come from? What was someone thinking?  What is the intent of the reference
to 15 year olds?  Doesn't this encourage illegal behavior and drug use?
 
Lines 15 and 16 seem to contradict lines 1 through 3: "Amendment _ is a proposed amendment
to the Colorado statutes that: legalizes the posession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults
21 years of age or older."
 
Lines 19 and 20 state: "for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
marijuana" is illegal under state law.  This contradicts the reference to 15 year olds in lines 15
and 16.
 
Also, Lines 22 and 23 state: "for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age;" is illegal under state law. This adds to the
confusion of lines 15 and 16.
 
So, which is it?  Does Amendment 44 legalize possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for
adults 21 years of age and older AND allow adults 21 years of age and older to transfer of up to
one ounce to someone 15 years or older as long as there is no compensation? Both cannot be
true, for the 15 year old (up to 20 years and 11 months) is underage. 
 
Lines 15 and 16 appear to be a "cut and paste" computer word processing error that should be
rectified before the next draft procedure. 
 
Sherry Slattery
Circle of Concern Consortium 
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2005 - 2006 #72
Marijuana Possession

1 Amendment _ is a proposed amendment to the Colorado statutes that:

2 � legalizes the possession of up to one ounce of marijuana for adults 21 years
3 of age or older.  

4 Summary and Analysis

5 Individuals who grow, transfer, possess, sell, or consume marijuana violate federal,
6 state and, in some cases, local laws.  Amendment _ addresses state law for possession only;
7 enforcement of other marijuana laws would not change. 

8 State possession law.  Under state law, any person who possesses one ounce or less
9 of marijuana commits a Class 2 petty offense, which is punishable by a fine of up to $100.

10 State courts convicted 3,700 adults for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana in the
11 2005 state budget year, the most recent data available.  This number does not include
12 convictions in municipal courts, which also hear some marijuana possession cases.

13 Amendment _ allows adults 21 years of age or older to possess up to one ounce of
14 marijuana.  Possession would include consumption or use, as long as it does not occur in
15 public, and transferring to another individual 15 years of age or older as long as there is no
16 compensation.  

17 Other marijuana offenses.  The following marijuana offenses will continue to be
18 illegal under state law if Amendment _ passes:

19 • for individuals under 21 years of age, possessing any amount of
20 marijuana;

21 • possessing more than one ounce of marijuana;

22 • for individuals 18 years of age and older, transferring any amount
23 of marijuana to a person under 15 years of age; 

24 • growing or selling marijuana;  

25 • open and public display, use, or consumption of marijuana; and

26 • driving under the influence of marijuana.
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1 Arguments For

2 1) The proposal strikes an appropriate balance between individual choice and
3 public safety.  State law allows adults 21 years of age and older to possess and consume
4 alcohol, but prohibits the possession and use of marijuana.  To the extent that some adults
5 believe that using marijuana is a safer alternative to consuming alcohol, possession of a
6 small quantity of marijuana should be a personal and legal choice for adults. 

7 2) The proposal presents a sensible change in priorities without jeopardizing
8 public safety.  The proposal could free overburdened state and local criminal justice
9 systems from expending public resources on petty offenders, and allow these systems to

10 target their resources on the manufacturers, distributors, and traffickers of illegal drugs.
11 At a time when government budgets for law enforcement and court systems are strained,
12 focusing resources on more serious offenses is logical for taxpayers. 

13 Arguments Against

14 1) Marijuana use may lead a person to use or possess other illegal drugs.  Under
15 Amendment _, overall drug use in the state may rise, and legalizing the possession of
16 marijuana will increase not only the availability and acceptability of marijuana, but also
17 the likelihood that minors will have access to the drug.  Colorado does not want to become
18 a magnet for illicit drug users.

19 2) Policy discussions should not focus on whether alcohol or marijuana is a safer
20 drug, because the only safe alternative to alcohol or drug intoxication is sobriety.  Colorado
21 should enforce, not repeal, drug laws.  State and local drug enforcement costs are minimal
22 compared to the social costs of drug abuse and addiction.  Public safety and health
23 concerns, along with the fact that marijuana will remain illegal under federal law, make
24 legalizing marijuana at the state level an unwise public policy decision.

25 Estimate of Fiscal Impact

26 Amendment __ may reduce state and local government revenues because fines
27 would no longer be assessed for adult marijuana possession of one ounce or less.  The
28 amount of the revenue reduction cannot be quantified because the total number of
29 individuals convicted annually for possessing one ounce or less of marijuana is not known.
30 The state collects data for convictions in state courts but not municipal courts.  In addition,
31 judges have discretion when assessing fines, and the maximum fine is not levied against
32 all offenders.  Also, some fines cannot be collected from the person convicted. 
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Amendment 44
Marijuana Possession

1 Ballot Title:  An amendment to section 18-18-406 (1) of the Colorado revised statutes
2 making legal the possession of one ounce or less of marihuana for any person
3 twenty-one years of age or older.

4 Text of Proposal:

5 Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Colorado:

6 Section 18-18-406 (1), Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

7 18-18-406. Offenses relating to marihuana and marihuana concentrate.  (1)
8 Any person UNDER TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE who possesses not more than one ounce
9 of marihuana commits a class 2 petty offense and, upon conviction thereof, shall be

10 punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars. This law shall take effect on
11 December 7, 2006.
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